


Presents and Pines
Featuring the All is Bright Collection by Hoffman Fabrics

Quilt Design by Denise M. Russart of Justquiltin
70" x 84"

Read all instructions before starting. All seam allowances are a scant 1/4". All strips are cut across Width of
Fabric ("WOF"). Mark pieces as indicated in cutting chart with letter/number combination to aid in assembly.
Press seams to darker fabric.

Cutting Chart: Mark As Cutting Chart: Mark As
Fabric A: Cut one strip 10.5" x WOF Fabric H: Cut one strip 7.5" x WOF
Subcut strip into three 10.5" squares A1 Subcut ten 7.5" x 4.0" H1

Cut one strip 12.5" x WOF
Fabric B: Cut one strip 10.5" x WOF Subcut ten 12.5" x 4.0" H2
Subcut strip into three 10.5" squares B1 Cut two strips 1.5" x WOF

Subcut forty 1.5" squares H3
Fabric C: Cut one strip 10.5" x WOF
Subcut strip into two 10.5" squares C1 Fabric I: Cut one strip 10.0" x WOF

Subcut ten 10.0" x 3" pieces I1
Fabric D: Cut one strip 10.5" x WOF Cut eight strips 2.5" x WOF Border 1
Subcut strip into two 10.5" squares D1

Fabric J: Cut Nine strips 5.5" x WOF Border 2
Fabric E: Cut five strips 2.5" x WOF

Subcut eighty 2.5" squares E1 Fabric K: Cut ten strips 2.5" x WOF
Subcut 160 2.5" squares K1

Fabric F: Cut two strips 12.5" x WOF Cut two strips 6-5/8" x WOF
Subcut forty 12.5" x 1.5" pieces F1 Subcut twenty 6-5/8" x 4" pieces K2

Cut five strips 4.5" x WOF Cut two strips 4.25" x WOF
Subcut eighty 4.5" x 2.5" pieces F2 Subcut twenty 4.25" x 3" pieces K3

Cut nine 2.5" by WOF strips Binding Cut two strips 4.0" x WOF
Subcut twenty 4.0" squares K4

Fabric G: Cut one strip 3.25" x WOF Cut two strips 5.0" x WOF
Subcut ten 3.25" x 3.5" pieces G1 Subcut twenty 5.0" x 3.25" pieces K5

Yardage * includes binding

Fabric A H8800 Onyx Gold #213G 3/8 yd Fabric G H8804 Onyx Gold #213G 1/8 yd

Fabric B H8801 Onyx Gold #213G 3/8 yd Fabric H H8805 Hunter Gold #60G 3/4 yd

Fabric C H8803 Christmas Gold #161G 3/8 yd Fabric I H8805 Moss Gold #98G 1 yd

Fabric D H8803 Hunter Gold #60G 3/8 yd Fabric J H8802 Black Gold #4G 1+5/8 yd

Fabric E H8804 Green Gold #8G 1/2 yd Fabric K H8805 Cream Gold #33G 2 yd

Fabric F H8805 Scarlet Gold #78G* 2+1/8 yd Backing Coordinate of your choice 5+1/4 yd



Piecing Instructions for "Presents" blocks:
Flying Geese Section: Draw diagonal line on back of all K1 squares. Place one K1 square right
sides together on left side of F2 piece. Sew on diagonal line from lower left to upper center
of rectangle. Press corner out and trim excess layers. Repeat with second K1 square sewing
from upper center down to lower right. Press and trim layers. Repeat with
all K1/F2 pieces to make 80 flying geese sections.

Sew one E1 piece between two flying geese sections. Make 20 with the
"stripe" of design running vertical from top to bottom as shown at right.
To the section just made, add another E1 piece to right and left with
vertical "stripe."

Now sew one E1 piece between two flying geese sections with "stripe" aligned
horizontally (this will keep "stripe" going in same direction throughout the block). Make 20.

Sew geese sections just made with Add remaining flying
horizontal stripe to left and right side geese sections to top
of all A1, B1, C1 and D1 pieces. and bottom of A1,

B1, C1 and D1 pieces

Piecing Instructions for "Pines" blocks:
All three sections of the pine tree "greenery" are made in the same basic way, similar to
making flying geese. Starting with the top section of the pine tree, lay out two K2 pieces
wrong side up (tan color in diagram at right represents the wrong side of these strips facing
up). With the 4" edge of K2 at the top, use a ruler with a 45 degree line on it to draw line
shown in diagram at left by aligning the 45 degree line along the top cut edge of K2 (left tan

piece in the diagram) and align the corner of the ruler to meet the top right corner of that K2 piece. Draw a
diagonal line from lower left to upper right. Flip the ruler and repeat this process on the strip at right in the
diagram by aligning corner of ruler at upper left corner of K2 piece and 45 degree line along top, drawing
line from upper left to lower right. This will give you two mirror image angles. So in directions below where it
states to mark "mirror image angles" you will repeat the steps above to make pairs of mirror image 45 degree
lines on the back of your background pieces.

Now finish marking all your K2 mirror image angles. (You will have 10 "pairs" of pieces with mirror image
angles).
Next lay an H1 piece face up in front of you and place one pair of K2
pieces right sides together ("RST") on top so that your 45 degree angles
match the image at left. Stitch on the 45 degree diagonal lines. Press
and trim excess layers. Repeat for all remaining H1 pieces (see image at right.) Make 10.

Mark mirror image angles on all K3 pieces (10 "pairs"). The 3" edge should be at top
when marking angles. Stitch these in same manner as previous step to all I1 pieces.
(This is the second section from top of tree.) Make 10.

Draw diagonal line across back of all K4 squares. Place these RST on H2 pieces
sewing angles the same as previous tree sections so they are mirror images. This is the
lower section of the tree. Make 10.

To make the tree trunk, stitch a G1 piece between two K5 pieces.



To complete the tree, sew the four sections made above to each other, pressing seams
toward top of tree. See diagram at left.

For tree block sashing, stitch a F1 piece to right and left side of all
tree blocks.
Stitch a H3 square to both edges of each remaining F1 strip. Sew

these sections to top and bottom of tree blocks. See diagram at right.

Following the cover photo of quilt for reference as to location of the different print
"present" blocks, lay out blocks in five rows of four blocks. Stitch blocks into rows and stitch rows together.

Border 1: Make four border strips, each strip composed of two of your Fabric I 2.5” strips joined end to end
or on 45 degree diagonal. Cut two of these border strips to measure 70.5” long. Stitch these to left and right
of quilt. Cut remaining two strips 60.5” long and attach to top and bottom of quilt.

Border 2: Join five of the Fabric J border strips into one long strip. Cut this strip into two sections 74.5” long.
Attach to left and right side of quilt.

Stitch remaining Fabric J border strips into two sections, each two strips long. Cut each of these border strips
70.5” long and attach to top and bottom of quilt.

Binding: Sew binding strips together on short edge using a 45 degree seamline to make double fold
binding.

Backing: Cut backing fabric into two pieces, each 2-5/8 yards (90.5”) long, and seam on the long vertical
edge.

Layer, quilt as desired, bind and enjoy!


